
Free MakerPro stuff: What’s the real cost?
Jeremy Cook, Engineering Consultant

Perhaps I should start this article off by talking about my “free”
dog, Evie. My wife and I adopted her at no cost when she was few
weeks old, and she’s provided an enormous amount of love and
enjoyment. On the other hand, she has cost us thousands of
dollars in food, veterinarian fees, a ruined pair of glasses, and many other things
damaged or ruined. In other words, getting Evie was one of the best things we’ve
ever done, but there was certainly… Continued...

IoT Development Kit Guide
Help for embedded and Internet of Things (IoT) design engineers to efficiently
identify evaluation kits for system prototyping.

Floored: CES 2017 recap
Brandon Lewis, Technology Editor and Rich Nass, Embedded Computing Brand
Director

Slide show --- The 2017 Consumer Electronics Show didn’t pack feature a
headlining technology like past shows where wearables, driverless
vehicles, drones, and augmented/virtual reality took center stage
the first time. However, what it did showcase is perhaps more important –
evidence that the Internet of Things (IoT), autonomous and electric vehicles, and
the technologies that support them are very much for real and here to stay. What
follows is some of the highlights I encountered last week at CES 2017 in Las
Vegas.… Continued...
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Manage and update your vehicle fleet remotely
and (more importantly) securely

Rich Nass, Embedded Computing Brand Director

If I had to pick one technology that got more than its share of attention at CES, it
would be automotive. The products and technologies that were on display in the
vast automotive hall (and multiple parking lots) covered pretty much every facet of
the car. This includes obvious things like the sound system and other infotainment
features to GPS and imaging to lots of other “under the hood” applications. Then
you had the underlying technologies, particularly on the software side, including
the platforms… Continued...

Identity management: The latest trends and
concerns from IT decision-makers

Eric Avigdor, Gemalto

Just weeks ago, Gemalto released results of its annual Authentication and
Identity Management Index . The survey, conducted by independent research firm
Vanson Bourne, questioned 1,150 IT decision-makers from around the globe on a
variety of identity protection and authentication policies that were either already
implemented or planned for the future. For starters, results showed 90 percent
are concerned employee reuse of personal credentials for work purposes could
compromise security. However, with two thirds (68 percent) saying they would be
comfortable allowing employees to… Continued...

CES 2017: 360-degree video from a drone
Rich Nass, Embedded Computing Brand Director

It was tough for a vendor to stand out at CES, amid all the lights, sounds, glitter,
etc., in Las Vegas. One product/technology that did manage to catch my attention
was an image processor developed by Socionext . The company’s SC2000 is
aimed at drones and similar “action” cameras. It’s part of the Milbeaut family of
image processors, which does a great job to balance high performance and low
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power. One of the things that really turned my head with respect to this
technology… Continued...

Embedded University: Monitoring and Securing IoT Data and
Communications - Class 2 of "Device Management 101"
In our second class, we will begin at the heart of the Internet of Things - the
sending and receiving of data. Whether it is collecting a simple room
temperature reading or capturing a video frame for analysis, the IoT enables
us to collect huge amounts of data for analysis then send out data in the form
of commands or as human-readable data. Sponsored by: Wind River
Register Today

Five Minutes With…Terry Dunlap, CEO, Tactical
Network Solutions

Rich Nass, Embedded Computing Brand Director

Lots of people are involved in security the Internet of Things (IoT).
However, there seem to be almost as many people focusing on
the other side, meaning that they’re trying to hack into your
network. One of the questions I always have in this regard is, how
do we stay ahead of the bad guys? Luckily, I came across Terry
Dunlap, the Founder and CEO of Tactical Network Solutions, and former NSA
employee to find out how we do that. Hear the answer yourself… Continued...
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Thank you for reading this issue of Embedded Daily,

subject: "Complete CES 2017 Recap".


